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Delhiâ€™s play schools are quite popular among the parents for their tiny kids. Aim of these schools is
to provide informal education and prepare them for the formal education that they are supposed to
join afterwards. Some of these schools are also a day care center which is an added advantage to
the working parents. There are many excellent play schools in Delhi. But two of the best play
schools are Bachpan and little pearl play school. Bachpan play school is located Nr. Mandir Ishwar
Colony, Bawana where as little pearl play school is situated in mayor Vihar phase III. Little pearl is
day care and activity center as well.

These play schools ensure the all round development of a child and encourages them to participate
in various co curricular activities such as music, arts, dance and sports. These schools believe in
enhancing the social and moral value of a child. As these are the early stages of a child, it is
believed that the values embedded in them at this stage will stay with them forever.

The main medium for teaching in little pearl school is English and they follow a play way learning
method. It is a fact given by the experts that children learn the best through playing. Bachpan play
school has also adopted learning through fun and through this they also try to develop the creativity
of a child.

The experienced and qualified teachers at BACHPAN make sure that a child is provided a vast
range of planned and professionally-chosen, yet fun-filled activities, that help him learn through a
constant process of self-exploration. Teachers of little pearls are well trained and they can handle
children very smartly by giving them love and teaching them etiquettes at the same time.

Little pearl and bachpan schools are equipped with world class infrastructure. Both these schools
provides all kind of facilities like best class rooms, music rooms, Play house or doll house (many
kind of toys to play are available), swings etc.  A teacher is available to at least per 10 or 15 children
due to which each child can be given special attention by the teacher.

Parents can register their child online through the website of these schools. It is an easy process.
The admission form of little pearl play school is easily available on the website of the school where
as the admission school of Bachpan play school has to be downloaded from the website of the
school. Then the parents are required to fill the form and submit it. The Bachpan play school
accepts the children of 1.5 age or above and little pearlâ€™s age requirement is 2 years or above. The
schools ask for some important documents related to the students. Parents should submit those
documents with the form itself.

Here, in these schools each child is nurtured physically and mentally both. These schools provide
an environment of safety and care to a child. In such environment, children are not afraid of
anything and are more open towards the learning offered to them. Therefore sending a child to play
school is a wise decision.
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 - About Author:
OnlineSchoolAdmissions.com is an educational website for admission in various schools across the
India. Here you will find the list of Top ranking CBSE, ICSE, Boarding, International and Play
Schools in India category and city wise. Explore a play school in Delhi and a play school in online
admission Delhior a Play Schools in Dwarka much more.
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